We investigate the influence of medium effects on the structure of hybrid stars, i.e. neutron stars possessing a quark matter core. We found that medium effects reduce the extent of a pure quark matter phase in the interior of a hybrid star significantly in favor of a mixed phase of quark and hadronic matter. Over a wide range of the strong coupling constant -which parameterizes the influence of medium effects -quark matter is able to exist at least in a mixed phase in the interior of neutron stars.
Introduction
The constitution and properties of matter under extreme conditions as they can be found in the deep dense interior of neutron stars has been a subject of investigation over the last six decades. The large densities inside the star should be sufficient to bear new "exotic" strange components like hyperons [1, 2] , kaons [3] or even to melt the baryons to form a deconfined quark matter phase. The appearance of such components may significantly change the gross structure of the star like its mass and radius (MR).
Since the pioneering work two decades ago [4, 5, 6, 7] the fascinating possibility of a deconfined quark matter phase in the interior of neutron stars has stimulated the work of many authors [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Moreover, recently Glendenning, Pei and Weber [14] proposed that an observable signature in the timing structure of pulsars could even provide a signal for the existence of such a quark matter phase in the cores of pulsars. Neutron stars which are made of hadronic matter in the outer region, but possessing a SQM core in their interior are called hybrid stars. The essential uncertainty for all theoretical investigations dealing with the question whether or not such phase exists, is clearly the EOS from about normal nuclear matter density ρ 0 to the order of ∼ 10 ρ 0 achieved in the center of the star. So far, there is unfortunately no single theory to cover this density range with respect to quark degrees of freedom. Therefore we still depend on separate descriptions including the basic degrees of freedom of dense hadronic matter and quark matter, respectively. The EOS for the description of strange quark matter (SQM) in the framework of the commonly used MIT bag model was recently improved by including medium effects [15] . This was done by using a quasi-particle approach, successfully used in various parts of physics. The interaction of the quarks with the other quarks of the system is implemented by giving them density dependent effective quark masses. This should lead to a more realistic description of quark matter going beyond the free Fermi gas approximation. We will refer to this model [15] as the "effective mass bag model". It was found, that medium effects increase the energy per baryon of SQM and therefore make the SQM phase energetically less favorable.
The scope of this work is to study the influence of these medium effects on the gross structure of non-rotating hybrid stars and on the existence of the SQM phase inside the star. In section 2, we review the inclusion of medium effects in the EOS of SQM within the effective mass bag model [15] . In section 3, we shortly discuss the used hadronic EOS, before we come to the construction of the phase transition between quark and hadronic matter in section 4. Finally, we discuss in detail the results of the influence of medium effects on the gross structure of hybrid stars in section 5. The conclusions are presented in section 6.
2 Quark matter in the effective mass bag model
The model
The strange quark matter phase containing an approximately equal amount of u, d and s-quarks (SQM) has been suggested as a possible stable or metastable phase of nuclear matter [16] . The EOS of SQM is usually described in the framework of a bag model i.e. as a non-interacting Fermi gas of quarks at zero temperature, taking into account the bag constant [16, 17] . Also quark interactions within lowest order perturbative QCD have been considered [17, 18] .
In all parts of physics from solid-state physics to nuclear and high-energy physics [19] , the quasi particle picture is successfully used to describe complicated interactions and collective effects like medium effects in many particle systems. The particles of such systems are thought to acquire an effective mass by the interaction of the particles with the system. Adopting this quasi particle approach, recently medium effects were included in the EOS of SQM in the framework of the MIT bag model [15] . There, the quarks are considered as quasi-particles which acquire an effective mass by the interaction with the other quarks of the dense system. The effective quark masses follow from the resummed one-loop quark self-energy at finite chemical potential ( fig. 1 ) which is calculated in the hard dense loop (HDL) approximation [15, 20] .
for the light quarks (i.e. u,d-quarks) and
for massive quarks with current quark mass m s (s-quarks). Note, that the effective masses m * q and m * s increase with the strong coupling constant g and the quark chemical potential µ. The effective masses (1), (2) are used in the ideal Fermi gas EOS at temperature T = 0. The thermodynamic selfconsistency of the EOS is fulfilled in the sense of [21] . Finally this corresponds to entering the effective masses m * (µ) directly into the Fermi gas expression for the one particle density (where d is the degree of degeneracy)
and extracting the pressure p(µ) and energy density ǫ(µ) from the thermodynamic relations
For more details see [15] . The overall pressure p QP and energy density ǫ QP of SQM is the sum of the expressions for u, d and s-quarks plus the corresponding Fermi gas expressions for the uniform background of electrons. A phenomenological bag constant B is introduced in the usual way by adding it to the energy density and subtracting it from the the pressure.
It was found in [15] , that the energy per baryon of SQM increases with increasing coupling constant g due to an increase of the effective masses (1), (2) . This makes the SQM phase energetically less favorable which -as we will see -will decrease the extent of a pure SQM phase inside the hybrid star.
The model parameters
Now we want to discuss the parameters that enter into the description of quark matter in the effective mass bag model. The most important parameters are the bag constant B and the coupling constant g. For the current quark masses we assume m u = m d = 0 for u and d-quarks and m s = 150 MeV for s-quarks.
Bag constant
We have already mentioned that the bag constant B is directly related to the pressure p QP which finally determines which kind of phase is realized at given chemical potential (we will discuss this construction in detail in section 4). So, the choice of this value has an strong impact on the gross structure of the star. Unfortunately, the bag constant describing a quark system is far from being settled. This is especially true in connection with a quasi particle model like ours which may lead to a smaller effective B as in the case of a free model [19] . Therefore we take B as a free parameter and choose a value to match our purpose to investigate the influence of medium effects. Depending on the corresponding hadronic EOS a too low B (e.g. B 1/4 < ∼ 140 MeV) would prevent the SQM phase (medium effects neglected) from being converted to hadronic matter, while a too large value (B 1/4 > ∼ 200 MeV) would lead to a pure hadronic star. Since in this work we are mainly interested in the influence of medium effects e.g. on the radius of a pure quark core or on the thickness of the hadronic phase, we choose a bag constant of
Indeed, if we neglect medium effects we will see that this value ensures the existens of a pure quark core while the star is surrounded by a pure hadronic region. Nevertheless, we stress that different results e.g. for the absolute values of the quark core radius can be obtained by varying the bag constant [11] . Such variations will be systematically studied in a later work [22] .
Coupling constant
The coupling constant g which enters into the effective quark masses (1) and (2) is treated in two different ways: The first way is thought to study the influence of medium effects parameterized by a constant g. Since at g = 0 the quarks possess their current quark masses which corresponds to the free EOS (no medium effects), we can enlarge the influence of medium effects by increasing the value of g. The second way should include the behavior of asymptotic freedom by virtue of a density dependent running coupling constant. In both cases we have to take the perturbative nature of the effective masses (1) and (2) into account. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to coupling constants g < ∼ 4. The applicability of results obtained in the hard dense loop (HDL) limit (see section 2) at g in this range is discussed in [23] for the similar hard thermal loop (HTL) limit.
The hadronic EOS
To describe the hadronic phase of hybrid stars, we use an EOS calculated in the framework of the nonlinear Walecka model including nucleons, hyperons (Λ and Σ − ), electrons, muons and σ, ω and ρ mesons. Since the first inclusion of the full octet of baryons by Glendenning [1] , such relativistic mean-field (RMF) models are widely used for the description of dense nuclear matter [2, 13, 24] .
Since it is not the purpose of this work to study the influence of different hadronic models, we use the hadronic EOS as an input and refer to [13] for a general introduction into RMF models and to [25] for a detailed discussion of our particular EOS and the underlying coupling constants. We choose a compression modulus of K = 300 MeV. The corresponding hadronic EOS up to two times normal nuclear density will be shown later ( fig. 3a , most upper curve). For subnuclear densities we use the Baym-Pethick-Sutherland (BPS) EOS [26, 13] joined to the hadronic EOS. The BPS EOS mainly influences the low-mass behavior of the mass-radius relation. It leads to an increasing radius with a decreasing mass, which is typically for a gravitationally bound star [13] .
Construction of the phase transition
One important step in the understanding of hybrid stars was done by Glendenning [8, 13] by realizing that a mixed phase (MP) of deconfined quark matter (QP) and hadronic matter (HP) inside a neutron star is not strictly excluded from the star as it was believed before [4, 5, 6, 7] . Such MP might have important consequences for our understanding of the observed pulsar glitch phenomena or the cooling behavior of neutron stars [9] . It is supposed to form a crystalline lattice of various geometries of the rarer phase immersed in the dominant one and probably exists over a wide range of densities [8, 9] . The former predicted exclusion of a MP was owing to the "freeze out" of a degree of freedom, e.g. by means of the requirement of charge neutrality in both individual phases. This requirement restricts a degree of freedom which the system should originally exploit in its MP by rearranging electric charge between the two phases. Every pure phase and a possible MP must of course be charge neutral but in the case of a MP this is only a global charge neutrality. Hence, the quark and hadron components of the MP should still have the degree of freedom to reach their energetically favored -and possibly charged -state if only their volume proportion χ is always choosen to fulfill the condition of global charge neutrality
Here q QP and q HP denotes the charge density of QP and HP. If we do not allow the system to exploit this degree of freedom we will end up with a MP of constant pressure as it is e.g. known from a gas-liquid phase transition in a familiar one-component system like water [8, 13] . Since the pressure inside a star must fall monotonically from its interior to its surface, a constant pressure MP could not exist over a finite region inside the star. A construction of the first-order phase transition in the sense of Glendenning leads to quite different results. As we will see below, the pressure varies continuously with the proportion of phases in equilibrium leading to a MP of finite extent inside the star [8, 13] . Following Glendenning, we now want to write down the Gibbs condition for the equilibrium between QP and HP. To describe the QP including u, d, s-quarks and electrons, we initially have to deal with four chemical potentials (µ u , µ d , µ s and µ e ). Since we require that the phase is in β-equilibrium, the weak reactions
and reduce the four chemical potentials to two independent ones. For this we choose the pair (µ n , µ e ) where µ n is the neutron chemical potential which is related to the quark chemical potentials through the linear combination µ n ≡ µ u + 2µ d . The same reduction is possible for the HP where we also end up with (µ n , µ e ). At temperature T = 0 the Gibbs condition for mechanical figure2.gif and chemical equilibrium between the both phases now reads p HP (µ n , µ e ) = p QP (µ n , µ e ).
The pressure of both phases spans up a two dimensional surface over the (µ n , µ e ) plane. This situation is shown in fig. 2 for a specific choice of parameters . The two surfaces HP and QP possess an intersection curve MP corresponding to all possible equilibrium states of the mixed phase where p HP = p QP holds. For every point on this curve we can calculate χ by use of (6) to fulfill global charge neutrality of the mixed phase. From this, the corresponding energy density ǫ can be calculated by
The pure HP is realized at a given (µ n , µ p ) if p HP > p QP while the pure QP is realized if p HP < p QP holds. The pure charge neutral phases are given by curve A for the hadronic phase at low pressure and by B for the quark matter phase in the high pressure regime. The resulting pressure curve (which finally corresponds to the complete EOS for hybrid stars) is therefore given by the white curve A-MP-B. Obviously the pressure varies continuously along the MP curve. This clearly shows that a constant pressure construction is not even sufficient in the sense of an approximation. We end up with a EOS for hybrid stars which suggests the existence of a mixed phase over a finite range inside the star.
The gross structure of neutron stars
To investigate first the general influence of medium effects on the mass-radius (MR) relations, we consider g in the next section as a constant parameter ranging from g = 0 (no medium effects) to g = 4. In the next section we will restrict the parameter range by using a density dependent running coupling.
To calculate the MR relation of the star we have to integrate the general relativistic equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation (TOV) [27] . The EOS enters the TOV equation in the form p = p(ǫ).
Results with constant coupling constants
For constant g the hybrid star EOS obtained from the phase transition construction (sect. 4) in the p = p(ǫ) form is shown in fig. 3a for low and fig. 3b for high energy densities. For every g, the corresponding EOS is divided into figure3.gif three parts. These are -from low to high densities -the pure hadronic phase (HP), the mixed phase (MP) and the pure quark phase (QP). To distinguish the three parts, the region below the p(ǫ) curve corresponding to the MP is shaded gray. Again we can see that pressure varies continuously in the MP. As already found by other authors [11, 8] , the onset of the phase transition to the QP may already occur at densities of the order of the normal nuclear density ǫ 0 = 140 MeV/fm 3 ≈ 2.5 × 10 14 g/cm 3 (fig. 3a) . A larger bag constant B would shift the onset to higher densities [11] . It is important to note, that an increase of g from g = 0 to g = 3 only slightly shifts the onset of the phase transition from ǫ/ǫ 0 ≈ 1 to ǫ/ǫ 0 ≈ 2, while the onset of the pure QP is more sensitive to a change of g. It is shifted from ǫ/ǫ 0 ≈ 4 to ǫ/ǫ 0 ≈ 15 (fig. 3b ). This suggests that medium effects mainly influence the transition point between MP and QP while leaving the transition point between HP and MP more or less unchanged. For different values of g, we observe on the right hand side of fig. 3b (ǫ/ǫ 0 > ∼ 15) an almost similar EOS of pure quark matter. The pure quark matter EOS in the form p = p(ǫ) is therefore only slightly softened with increasing medium effects as already found in [15] . This qualitative discussion should now be supported by solving the TOV equation. Figure 4 : Mass radius relation for pure SQM stars (R < 9 km) and hybrid stars (R > 9 km), G0 = (g=0), . . . , H = pure hadron , QC = star has a quark core, MC = star has a mixed core, B 1/4 = 165 MeV, K = 300 MeV. Fig. 4 shows the resulting MR relations (star sequences) for various values of g (e.g. G1 means g = 1). For comparison, the left hand side (R < 9 km) shows the pure SQM star (strange star) results, where we do not allow the quark phase to transform into hadronic matter. The MR relation shows the typical M ∝ R 3 behavior of a self bound star at low masses [13] . As already found in [15] , we see that medium effects have only an slight influence on the MR relation of a pure SQM star. This situation changes drasticly if we look at the hybrid star results on the right hand side of fig. 4 (R > 9 km). With increasing g, the MR relation approaches the curve of the pure hadron star (denoted by H). The radius of an typical M ≈ 1.4 M ⊙ star increases from originally R ≈ 10 km to R ≈ 14 km, in which we have to keep in mind that this values obviously depend on the particular choice of the hadronic EOS. It is more important to note, that inside such a typical star a SQM phase is able to exist -at least in the mixed phase -over a wide range of coupling constants from g = 0 to g ≈ 3 (α s ≈ 0.72). This can also be seen from the two different shaded regions denoted by QC (quark core) and MC (mixed core). Every star located inside the QC region possess a pure SQM core while the MC region denotes stars with a mixed phase core of confined hadronic matter and quark matter. The compact QC stars are located in the small vicinity of M = 1.4 M ⊙ and R = 10 km just below the limiting mass. At higher g (g > ∼ 2.5), the limiting mass of the sequence is reached before the central density is sufficient to develop a pure SQM core. To discuss the radii of the quark and mixed cores in detail, we assume a canonical mass of M = 1.4 M ⊙ . Fig. 5 shows the schematic view of the canonical star for different increasing g. The different shells correspond to the SQM phase (QP), mixed phase (MP) and hadronic phase (HP). We find that a small coupling constant of g = 1.5 (α s ≈ 0.18) is able to shrink the radius of the pure SQM core from R ≈ 6 km (with neglected medium effects, fig. 5a ) to R ≈ 3 km ( fig. 5c ). Already at g = 2 (α s ≈ 0.32) the pure SQM core is vanished completely ( fig. 5d ). Note that in spite of a completely vanishing quark core, the pure hadron phase has grown only moderately. One could say that in a wide range of g (g < ∼ 3) medium effects are not able to displace the SQM phase in favor of a pure hadronic phase. The essential effect is the transformation of the pure SQM phase into a SQM phase immersed into the mixed phase which therefore dominates the star. Only for g > ∼ 3.5 a phase transition to SQM is completely suppressed ( fig. 5f ).
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Results with running coupling constant
In this section we want to use a running coupling constant in the EOS of SQM instead of assuming g =const. as we have done in the previous sections.
For this purpose we choose the analytic running coupling expression
given by Shirkov and Solovtsov [28] , where Q is the momentum transfer and Λ the QCD scale parameter (number of quark flavors n F = 3). This expression obeys the property of an universal limiting coupling of g(Q = 0) = 4π/3, while the familiar expressions possess a singularity at Q = Λ (Landau pole). Such singularity and the resulting large g in the vicinity of Q = Λ is not applicable together with our perturbatively calculated effective masses where we want to restrict ourselves to g < ∼ 4 (see also [23] ). Since there are no clear results for the running coupling at finite temperature or density we take the zero density result (11) and replace Q by the average three-momentum in quark matter Q = 3µ/4 for every quark chemical potential µ. So we end up with a density dependent running coupling g(µ) reflecting the behavior of asymptotic freedom. Fig. 6 shows the resulting MR relation using the running coupling constant (11) at various QCD scale parameters Λ. Again, for comparison we show the pure SQM results (strange star) on the left hand side (R < 9 km) of fig. 6 , where we do not allow the quark phase to transform into hadronic matter. The MR relation does not seem to be very sensitive to a change of Λ from Λ = 100 MeV (L1) to Λ = 300 MeV (L3). This is depicted by the gray area. Comparing the g = 0 relation (G0) with the running coupling results (L1-L3) we see that there is again only a slight influence of medium effects on a pure SQM star [15] . It is nevertheless interesting to note, that the running coupling leads to a slightly smaller critical mass compared to the g = 4 result in fig. 4 . This holds despite the fact that g(µ) does never exceed values of about g ≈ 3 and should therefore naively lead to higher masses. The right hand side of fig. 6 (R > 9 km) shows the corresponding hybrid star results. Again, we show the MR relation with neglected medium effects (G0) and the relation for the pure hadron star (H). The running coupling results are located in a relatively small band just below the the pure hadronic solution. At least at our particular choice of model parameters, it should be difficult to distinguish between hybrid stars and pure hadronic stars by observation of the MR-characteristics of neutron stars only. However, this situation can change if lower bag constants are taken [22] . In this context see also [29] .
Comparing fig. 6 with fig. 4 one sees, that the running coupling results are similar to the g ≈ 3 results. The central densities of the stars below the critical densities are not sufficient to yield a pure quark matter core. Hence, the interior of the stars for R < ∼ 14 km and Λ between Λ = 100 MeV and Λ = 300 MeV consists of a mixed phase core (MC, shaded region). This is depicted for a canonical M = 1.4M ⊙ star in fig. 7 . One sees, that the structure of the stars is only slightly sensitive to a change of Λ. For Λ = 200 MeV ( fig. 7b ) we find an R ≈ 13 km star possessing a mixed core radius of R M C ≈ 8 km.
In this case, at least half of the mass of the star is found in its mixed phase.
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Conclusion
We have investigated the gross structure of non-rotating pure strange quark matter and hybrid stars using the effective mass bag model [15] for the description of the quark matter EOS. This model is based on the quasi-particle picture where the quarks acquire medium-dependent effective quark masses generated by the interaction of the quarks with the other quarks of the system. We found that medium effects described by this model and parameterized by the strong coupling constant g reduce the extent of a pure quark matter phase in the interior of an hybrid star significantly in favor of a mixed phase. For example, a quark matter core (without medium effects) of the originally radius of R ≈ 6 km (see fig. 5a ) halves at g = 1.5 (α s ≈ 0.18, fig. 5c ) and vanishes completely at g = 2 (α s ≈ 0.32, fig. 5d ). At the same time, the hadronic surface of initial thickness D ≈ 1 km is only increased to D ≈ 2 km ( fig. 5d ). So we found that the basic influence of medium effects on the gross structure of hybrid stars is the reduction of a pure quark matter phase in favor of a mixed phase. For a wide range of the coupling constant (g < ∼ 3, α s < ∼ 0.72) SQM is present in the dense interior of the star at least as a mixed phase of quark and hadronic matter. These results are confirmed by the investigation taking into account a running coupling constant. There we also end up with an hybrid star dominated by its mixed phase ( fig. 7) . This supports the importance of the investigation of the complex structure of mixed phases.
